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THE LOST CIVILIZATION
20

READING

A Five paragraphs have been removed from the
text below. Choose from paragraphs (A–F) on the
next page the one which fits each gap (0–4). Gap
0 has already been done for you. There is one
paragraph you do not need.

Very little was known about this ancient civilization
at the time, but Catherwood’s drawings in the book
revealed incredible cities with temples, pyramids and
other buildings as impressive as those of their
northern neighbours, the Aztecs. These cities,
however, were deserted. The people had vanished.

When he wrote this, Stephens had already realized
that these places were not cities in the European
sense. They were, in fact, sacred gathering places for
the farmers in the surrounding areas, consisting of a
huge central square with various religious buildings
around it. The people would journey there for the
great religious festivals, and at other times the vast
buildings would be empty except for the priests and
some of the nobles.

In spite of the violence of their religion, the Mayas’
civilization was very advanced. Their engineers were
capable of moving huge blocks of stone long distances
and cutting them into precise shapes and sizes. They
also had a highly-developed system of government
and of agriculture, as well as an incredibly accurate
system for measuring time.

A more traditional explanation is that they developed
their skills over more than a thousand years, and most
archaeologists believe that the process of development
began as long ago as 500 BC. The Mayas first began
building their great cities in 250 AD, and developed a
strong and stable society that lasted for centuries.

Some people believe that the end of the Mayas may
have been brought about because of diseases or
epidemics. Others think that it may have been caused
by sudden environmental changes. The real reasons
for the sudden collapse of their civilization may never
be discovered. All we really know is that when the
first Europeans arrived in 1517, this great and
mysterious culture was only a memory.
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SPEAKING

This image was found in an ancient temple in
Mexico. One writer thinks the picture shows a man
in a spaceship. In pairs, discuss one of the questions
below.
1 What can you see in the picture that might make

some people believe that this is a picture of a man
in a spaceship?

2 Try to identify parts of the ‘spaceship’, such as the
controls, the engine, etc.
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VOCABULARY

Which is the word in each group that does not
belong?
1 jungle desert forest woods
2 deserted abandoned inhabited empty
3 disappear vanish destroy leave
4 incredible astonishing unbelievable plain
5 exact general accurate precise
6 mysterious unusual ordinary strange
7 collapse develop decay fall
8 disprove demonstrate show confirm

LANGUAGE STUDY

Review of phrasal verbs

In each sentence, an important word is missing.
Can you work out which word you need?
1 For some mysterious reason, the Mayan system of

government suddenly _________________ down.
2 Nobody knows what brought this collapse

_________________.
3 But when it happened, it was as if a candle had

suddenly gone _________________.
4 No doubt the Mayas had gone _________________ some

difficult times before.
5 Perhaps the Kings found they could no longer

count _________________ the support of the people.
6 Perhaps important supplies of food and minerals

were suddenly _________________ off.
7 Perhaps the people _________________ down with strange

diseases.
8 Writers will probably continue _________________ for an

explanation.
9 But I doubt if they will ever _________________ up with a

satisfactory answer.
10 It is one of the biggest problems historians have

ever _________________ up against.
11 They’ll just have to _________________ up to the fact that

they may never find an answer.
12 Do you think they should _________________ up trying to

find an answer?

A At some stage however, Mayan civilization
collapsed. Their society was suddenly and totally
destroyed, and by the year 1200, their last great
capital, Chichen Itza was deserted. All over the
Yucatan, the great temples and pyramids were
abandoned and allowed to fall into decay as the
jungle grew back around them.

B The discovery of the cities was an experience that
most archaeologists could only dream of. As
Stephens wrote in his book ‘We lived in the ruined
palaces of their kings; we went up to their desolate
temples and fallen altars, and wherever we moved
was saw evidence of their taste, their skill in arts,
their wealth and power. As we stood in the
desolation and ruin, we looked back to the past and
imagined every building perfect, with its terraces
and pyramids and its sculptured and painted
ornaments.’

C The Mayas were the only early civilization on the
American continent to develop a form of writing
that could express all types of thought and
language. They used a combination of signs and
symbols, and in recent years, considerable progress
has been made in understanding these texts.

D These scientific achievements are particularly
remarkable because there is no evidence that the
Mayas had any contact with any other ancient
cultures. Indeed, one writer has tried to prove that
the Mayas must have been visited by aliens from
outer space, and that their gods were astronauts.

E In 1841, a book was published that astonished the
world. It was called Incidents of Travel in Central
America, Chiapas and Yucatan. The author, John
Lloyd Stephens, had just returned from a long,
difficult and dangerous journey through the thick
rainforests of southern Mexico and Guatemala. He
had gone there with Frederick Catherwood, an
architect and artist, to search for the remains of a
lost civilization called the Mayas.

F The Mayan ceremonies that were held here were
terrifying occasions, because the Mayas believed in
gods that demanded human sacrifice. Sometimes
the believers would offer their own blood to please
the gods, and would cut themselves by passing a
rope of thorns through their mouth. At other
times, they would sacrifice prisoners or children,
and Mayan paintings show how they would tear a
victim’s heart out and then cut off his head.

B In pairs or groups, go through paragraphs A–F
again and say why you think they fit the gaps.
For example, paragraph E, which fills gap 0,
contains information you need to answer these
two questions.

• Which ‘ancient civilization’ is the text about?
• Who was ‘Catherwood’?

You would expect to have this information before
reading the first paragraph on page 154.
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LISTENING

Part 1

A You will hear a guide telling a group of visitors
about Chichen Itza. Match the five places (A–E)
in the picture with the following buildings.

The Temple of Kukulcan
The Observatory
The Temple of the Warriors
The Well of Sacrifice
The Ball Court

B Listen again and decide which of the places in
the picture (A–E) fits the description below. You
do not need to use one of them.

It may have been used to keep prisoners.
It was used to decide who should be 
sacrificed.
It was used for an important ceremony 
once a year.
It was of scientific significance.
It contains an image of a Mayan god.
It was where the majority of the victims 
were killed. 11
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Part 2

Listen and complete the notes.
Built around 
The length of the court is 137 metres and the height of
the walls is 
Ball courts found at 
Game was probably 
May also have had 
Evidence for this comes from 
Information about the game comes from 

Played by between 
Aim was to get the ball through 

Players were not allowed to 
Sometimes members of the losing team 

Was played very seriously 
At other times, was played for 

which was used as 

Winners also were given the clothes of 
and 
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VOCABULARY

Read the text and choose the best answer, A, B, C 
or D.

1 A put B broke C set D looked
2 A local B natural C near D close
3 A lived B housed C resided D inhabited
4 A named B called C told D known
5 A have B make C do D take
6 A ignored B refused C denied D rejected
7 A Along B Within C Throughout

D Inside
8 A few B several C various D any
9 A down B through C about D at

10 A end B ground C depth D bottom
11 A Between B Around C Within D Among
12 A ended B finished C concluded

D achieved
13 A clear B proof C evident D obvious
14 A listened B heard C noticed D watched
15 A died B wounded C killed D missed

LANGUAGE STUDY

General revision 1

Rewrite the following sentences using the word in
bold.
1 Stephens really wanted to see the ruins.

forward Stephens was really ______________________

_______________________ the ruins.
2 He said ‘They’re the most beautiful things I’ve

ever seen!’
never He said that _____________________________________________ so
beautiful before.

3 ‘Where have the people gone?’ he asked.
wondered He _____________________________________________ gone.

4 Although he was ill, he visited other ruins.
spite In _____________________________________________ he visited
other ruins.

5 Reaching the other cities wasn’t easy.
difficult The _____________________________________________ reach.

6 They managed to return to New York.
succeeded They _____________________________________________ to
New York.

7 Stephens wrote his book in three months.
took It _____________________________________________ write his book.

8 People were very interested in it at the time.
found People _____________________________________________ at the
time.

9 The book was so good that everyone bought it.
such It _____________________________________________ that everyone
bought it.

10 I haven’t read it for ages, but I loved it.
been It _____________________________________________ I read it, but I
loved it.
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In 1967, a research team from an American university
(1)_________________ out to explore the Well of Sacrifice at
Chichen Itza. Unfortunately, however, the water in
this well was so dark that is was impossible for divers
to see, so the team had to use filters to clean it.

Just as this work was about to begin, some
(2)_________________ Indians told the team that the well was
(3)_________________ by the spirit of a rain god. The god was
(4)_________________ as Chac, and they warned the team that
Chac would (5)_________________ revenge if his home was
disturbed. The team listened politely but (6)_________________

these warnings and went on with their research.
(7)_________________ the summer, pumps and filters were

used, but it wasn’t until (8)_________________ months later
that the water was clear enough for divers to go down
into the well.

When they got (9)_________________ to work they began to
discover various objects at the (10)_________________ of the
well. (11)_________________ the things they brought back to
the surface were human bones, and by the time they
had (12)_________________, they had recovered more than 50
skeletons. This was (13)_________________ that the well had
indeed been used for human sacrifice.

Perhaps it would have been better if the team had
(14)_________________ to the warnings of the Indians, because
within a year, several members of the team had been
(15)_________________ in mysterious accidents.



READING

A Read extracts 1 and 2 below from a tourist
brochure and underline all the words you think
should not be there. An example is given.

MEXICO EXCURSIONS
1 ROUGH GUIDE TO VALLARTA
One of the best ways for to get to know Puerto
Vallarta is to take this professionally-guided tour. A
guide who he can speak English and Spanish will pick
you up in the front of your hotel and deliver you back
in time for a lunch. You will have a chance to walk
through this Mexican charming small town and
during the morning, you’ll discover about its main
plaza, and see its other attractions like as the Marina
Pier and the cathedral. Afterwards, you will also be
able to hunt out a few shopping bargains in the flea
market.
2 SURF AND TURF
If you will want to see a different side of Mexico, this
is a great opportunity to see the Vallarta’s unspoilt
coast and the countryside. You will be travel to the
scenic south coast of Vallarta, and visit Mismaloya
beach, where the movie ‘Night of the Iguana’ was
filmed there. You’ll be able to have swim in the sea or,
if you would prefer, you can just relax yourself and
have a drink on a beautiful white sandy beach. After
then we’ll go inland to one of the area’s most best
restaurants in a spectacular forest setting, and take an
part in a guided walk of the forest.

B In extracts 3 and 4 write the correct form of the
words given below.

1 fascinate 2 wonder 3 civilize 4 see
5 include 6 comfort 7 fly 8 impress
9 enjoy 10 choose

3 MEXICO CITY – 2 days/1 night
Spend a (1)______________________ two days taking time out to
visit the metropolis of this (2)______________________ country,
namely Mexico City. Fly with us to the land of the
early Mayan and Aztec (3)______________________, and experience
this land of magnificent (4)______________________, set against
high snow-capped mountains. This all- (5)______________________

tour covers a half day tour of the fascinating city, an
overnight stay in a (6)______________________ two-star hotel and
all (7)______________________. You will also have a full-day tour
out to San Juan Teotihuacan, the City of the Gods,
built around 100 BC. Visit the (8)______________________ temples
of the sun and the moon, and other remains of this
ancient culture.
4 FIESTA MEXICANA
A thoroughly (9)______________________ evening with the chance
to experience a real Mexican party, which includes a
(10)______________________ of real Mexican drinks such as
Margaritas, rum, tequila and beer! With a delicious
Mexican-style buffet plus Mexican folk-dancing.

C Now fill in the spaces in extracts 5 and 6 with
one word only.

5 BACK TO NATURE BBQ CRUISE
Get away from it (1)_________________ and leave the crowds
(2)_________________ as we sail north of Vallarta (3)_________________

our own boat, The Adventure. We will stop at
(4)_________________ Marieta Islands, (5)_________________ are
uninhabited. Later we will call at the Hidden Paradise
Beach, (6)_________________ you will be able to swim, snorkel
or simply sunbathe and imagine you (7)_________________

Robinson Crusoe. The excursion costs £30, including
a barbecue.(Note: no toilets (8)_________________ restaurant
facilities are available here.)
6 SAILING CHARTERS
If you really want a change (9)_________________ the stresses
and strains (10)_________________ work, why not charter a
sailing boat (11)_________________ the day. You will be able to
sail wherever you want, stop anywhere, and find
secluded sandy beaches and complete privacy. The
cost includes a free lunch as well (12)_________________ free
snorkelling equipment and windsurfers. With a
maximum (13)_________________ six people, you will have the
boat (14)_________________ yourselves, or alternatively, we can
find sailing partners for you. Don’t miss (15)_________________

on this wonderful chance to cruise in complete
tranquillity.
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D Read the texts again and answer the following
questions. Match the numbers of the excursions
(1 to 6) with the correct description (A–L).

A The beach lacks some important facilities.
B People who like to eat and drink a lot will really

enjoy this excursion.
C It takes the longest.
D This one requires a certain number of people.
E This excursion goes to an island with no houses.
F You will enjoy excellent food and wonderful

natural scenery.
G It supplies watersports equipment free.
H The price includes the cost of alcoholic drinks.
I This excursion only takes a morning.
J On this excursion, you go to an archaeological site.
K You will have a chance to buy souvenirs.
L This one involves staying in a different hotel.

SPEAKING

A Talking about yourself
1 Which of the excursions above would interest you

if you were on holiday in Mexico? Explain why.
2 Which excursions would you not like to go on?

Why?

B Problem solving
In pairs, plan a one-day excursion which you
think would be of interest to a group of tourists
coming to the area where you live. Include meals
and decide what kind of transport you might use.
When you have finished, compare your
excursion with that of another pair of students.

C Discussion
1 What are the advantages and disadvantages of

travelling in an organized group and travelling
alone?

2 Some people say travel broadens the mind. Explain
why you agree or disagree with this statement.

WRITING

When you have finished, work alone for a few
minutes. Write out a short description of one
excursion. Spend no more than five minutes doing
this. Afterwards, compare what you have written
with what your partners have written.

LANGUAGE STUDY

General revision 2

Rewrite the following sentences using the words in
bold.
1 The subject of the guide’s lecture was Uxmal.

talk The guide __________________________________ Uxmal.
2 I spent an hour travelling to Mexico City.

took It __________________________________ travel to Mexico City.
3 Could you take me back to my hotel?

lift Could you __________________________________ back to my
hotel?

4 The baby-sitter can look after the children.
take The baby-sitter can __________________________________ the
children.

5 We can organize everything for you.
arrangements We can __________________________________ for you.

6 I once studied Mayan architecture.
course I once __________________________________ Mayan
architecture.

7 I enjoyed the excursion.
time I __________________________________ the excursion.

8 I talked to the guide for a long time.
conversation I __________________________________ the guide.

9 We have to decide what to do tomorrow.
make We have to __________________________________ what to do
tomorrow.

10 Would you like to see the photos I took?
have Would you like to __________________________________ the
photos I took?

11 Uxmal didn’t impress me as much as Chichen Itza.
think I didn’t __________________________________ as Chichen Itza.

12 I’m so sorry we can’t stay longer.
wish I __________________________________ longer.

13 He was so tired he couldn’t go on the excursion.
too He __________________________________ on the excursion.

14 I paid someone to make this dress for me in
Mexico.
made I __________________________________ me in Mexico.

15 I’ve never stayed in such a good hotel.
ever This is the __________________________________ stayed in.

16 Do ancient cities interest you or not?
find Do __________________________________ or not?

17 Could you come back a bit later?
mind Would __________________________________ a bit later?

18 She said to the tourists ‘Please don’t take
photographs in the museum.’
asked She __________________________________ take photographs
in the museum.

19 ‘Don’t take any more photographs!’ she ordered.
stop She told them to __________________________________

photographs.
20 I expect you don’t want to revise any more for the

exam.
tired I expect you __________________________________ for the
exam.
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WRITING

Report 3

When you write a report, you should use language that
is as simple and clear as possible. Above all, you must
make sure that you answer the exam question fully.

A Sample task
A travel company has asked you to write a short
report on the city or town you live in or near. They
want to know if it is famous for anything that might
attract tourists, what kind of tourist accommodation
is available, which other major cities it is near, the
quality of food in local restaurants and anything else
that tourists might find interesting.

B Read the sample answer. Choose from list A–E
the best heading for each paragraph (1–5).

Dortmund is one of the most important cities in the
north-western part of Germany. It is close to Essen,
Dusseldorf, Cologne and other major cities in the
Ruhr and Rhineland area. It used to be a centre of the
coal mining and steel industries.

Dortmund is famous for its beer. There are five
breweries. It also has a theatre, a small opera house, a
very large sports stadium and a well-known football
team. The surrounding countryside is very attractive.
In addition, a national garden exhibition takes place
there each year.

Dortmund has a wide range of hotels and other
accommodation for tourists. Rail connections are
particularly good. It also has a small airport with
flights to most major German cities.

Although Dortmund is not famous for its cuisine,
there are many restaurants there that offer excellent
value for money. Local pubs also serve excellent beer
and light meals.

I would recommend a stay of one or two days in
Dortmund to tourists who are interested in visiting a
typical, middle-sized German city.

5

4

3

2

1

A Conclusion

B Most important features

C Travel and accommodation

D Food and drink

E Location and type of city

C Writing task
A travel company is arranging a 7–day tour of your
country. You have been asked to write a report on the
city or town you live in or near, saying why it should
be included in the tour.

D Discussion
Before you write, discuss in pairs or groups what you
can say about that city or town. As you talk, keep
these questions in mind.
1 Where exactly is it? What else can you say about

its size or location and the other places it is near?
2 Is it or has it ever been a centre of industry or

commerce? If so, what kind of industry or
commerce?

3 Is it famous for anything? If so, what?
4 Can you think of anything else that might

interest tourists?
5 What about the surrounding countryside?
6 How could tourists get there?
7 What kind of accommodation is available?
8 What kind of food and drink is available in local

restaurants?
9 What kind of tourists would you recommend it

to?
10 How long should they stay?

E Now write your report, covering points 1–6
below.

1 A brief description of the city or town and
where it is.

2 Information about the main attractions or
places of interest; events there or nearby; the
surrounding countryside.

3 How to get there; what kind of
accommodation is available.

4 Information about where to eat.

5 At least one reason for recommending it and
the kind of tourist you hope would find it
worth visiting.

6 A typical length of stay for such a tourist.
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REVISION AND EXTENSION

Complete the passage with the best word, A, B, C or
D.
One of the most exciting archaeological discoveries in
history was made in November 1922, when Howard
Carter was working in the Valley of the Kings in
Egypt. After many months of work, he finally
(1)_________________ across an unknown tomb.

Together with his friend Lord Carnarvon, who was
providing the (2)_________________ for the excavations, he
entered the dark chamber. At first there was
disappointment, because the tomb was (3)_________________,
and it was clear that it had been (4)_________________ at some
time in the past. However, one of the workers
eventually uncovered a small stairway that
(5)_________________ down to another door that had not been
opened.

Carter went down the dark staircase, walking
(6)_________________ in case there were any traps. As he opened
the door, Lord Carnarvon (7)_________________ if he could see
anything. He replied ‘Yes – wonderful things.’ It was
clear at once that they had discovered what they had
been looking (8)_________________. The tomb of the boy
pharaoh Tutankhamun was full of treasures of great
(9)_________________. There were over 5,000 objects of silver,
gold and precious stones which had (10)_________________

there undiscovered for thousands of years.
Lord Carnarvon’s pleasure at (11)_________________ the

treasures did not (12)_________________ long. Many of the local
people were afraid of disturbing the pharaohs’ tombs,
and believed that the pharaohs would (13)_________________

revenge on anyone who entered them. Lord Carnarvon
had (14)_________________ little attention to these warnings,
but only a few weeks later, he suddenly fell ill and
died; at the exact time of his death, all the lights in
Cairo suddenly (15)_________________ out, and far away in
England, his dog also died.
1 A came B arrived C got D found
2 A salary B money C currency D wage
3 A deserted B abandoned C left D empty
4 A taken B robbed C stolen D broken
5 A took B brought C led D conducted
6 A accurately B carefully C carelessly

D precisely
7 A demanded B requested C questioned

D asked
8 A into B after C up D for
9 A expense B price C cost D value

10 A lied B laid C lain D lying
11 A discovering B inventing C learning

D searching
12 A stay B take C make D last
13 A have B take C make D bring
14 A sent B paid C taken D made
15 A went B passed C gave D ran

LANGUAGE STUDY

General revision 3

Rewrite the sentences, using the words in bold.
1 You’d better take some cash as the banks may be

closed.
are You’d better take some cash ___________________

__________________ closed.
2 It’s almost certain that someone saw the thief

leaving.
must Someone _____________________________________ leaving.

3 I made a lot of mistakes because I didn’t
concentrate.
concentrated If I _____________________________________ have made
so many mistakes.

4 I haven’t been able to relax for a long time.
since It’s been a long time _____________________________________

to relax.
5 The computer she bought was very cheap.

pay She _____________________________________ the computer.
6 Mary doesn’t just dance, she also sings.

only Not _____________________________________ but she also sings.
7 The child started walking three months ago.

for The child _____________________________________ three months.
8 ‘Please explain something to me,’ I said to the

teacher.
asked I _____________________________________ something to me.

9 I left the party because I was bored.
not I _____________________________________ the party if I hadn’t
been bored.

10 Someone ought to have done this job yesterday.
should This job _____________________________________ yesterday.

11 Something about the way you talk suggests that
you know a lot about this subject.
as You talk _____________________________________ a lot about this
subject.

12 We studied this last week. Have you forgotten?
remember Don’t you _____________________________________ this
last week?

13 ‘Is he telling the truth?’ I asked myself.
wondered I _____________________________________ the truth.

14 ‘If you cause trouble, I’ll arrest you,’ the
policeman told me.
warned The policeman _____________________________________

trouble
15 ‘Study harder,’ our teacher said to us.

urged Our teacher _____________________________________ harder.
16 ‘Don’t forget! Answer the exam questions fully,’

the teacher said.
remember ‘I hope you’ll _____________________________________

the exam questions fully,’ the teacher told us.
17 I’d like to have more time to study, but I haven’t.

wish I _____________________________________ to study.
18 You have used this book and we hope it has been

enjoyable at least some of the time.
enjoyed We hope you have _____________________________________

least some of the time.
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